
About CEMHD’s Developer & Instructor

Jim Marshall, M.A., L.L.P. is the director of the 911 Training
Institute and has been a licensed psychotherapist for over 25
years. Jim is devoted to educating telecommunicators in
personal stress resilience, improving PSAP relationships, and
mastery of calls involving suicide and mental illness. He had
his first “Sit-Along” at his sister’s 911 center in 1986.

Marshall has served on the Editorial Board of the Journal of
Emergency Dispatch and as Co-chair of the NENA working
group that produced the NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic
and Chronic Stress. Jim's courses, conference presentations,
and published works equip 911 telecommunicators and their
PSAP leaders to achieve optimal health and performance as
people and organizations in the evolving 911 center.

Jim believes that training for 911Pro’s must be customized to their unique role as the Very First
Responder and be super interactive: “In the classroom my students and I co-teach: we join 911 and
mental health expertise through tremendous, fun conversations, to grow personally and professionally.
Boredom is impossible in this experience!”

Set a New 911 Standard of Care at your PSAP: Get Equipped to Practice…

Certified Emergency Mental Health Dispatching (CEMHD)™

Traditional 911 training…
doesn’t prepare telecommunicators to
confidently work with callers in complex
mental health crises. And a 911Pro’s lack of
confidence fuels fear and the possibility of
making dangerous errors.

Telecommunicators need science-driven
training that promotes a strong sense of
mastery to protect their own resilience and
produce the best possible outcomes for their
field responders and the public at risk.
That’s what the Certified Emergency Mental
Health Dispatching (CEMHD)-LifeBridges
model is all about! Join us and get prepared
to help set a new standard of care: become a
Certified EMHD!

Dates & Location:

See our Website
To Explore Hosting Options

Limited Dates and Locations
available to Selected PSAPs

throughout U.S. & Beyond

Course Fee:
$539 per student

(Fee discounts with hosting
available)

TO REGISTER:
E-mail :

info@911tra in ing.net

On-line:
www.911tra in ing.net

Phone:
231-622-1600

TWO OF THE BIGGEST QUESTIONS FACING
OUR 911 CENTERS TODAY:

 Are there specific strategies our 911Pro’s can learn to help de-escalate
callers with Serious Mental Illness, boost their cooperation, and protect all
those on scene?

 How can 911 do its best to help prevent suicides and suicide-by-cop?

The CEMHD-LifeBridges 3-day course is designed especially for 911 by a mental
health professional. CEMHD empowers telecommunicators with the knowledge
and tools they need for optimal response to callers with mental illness. And
optional certification can assure performance while advancing the 911Pro’s career.
(Certification candidates complete a Learning Assessment and Continuing
Education requirements.) This training represents a new Science-driven Best
practice that can make a huge difference in safety on scene and in how
telecommunicators feel about going to work each day!

CEMHD-LifeBridges is a highly interactive experience in which 911 Pro’s…
 Gain fascinating insights into what drives the behavior of callers with mental illness
 Adopt the “EMHD MindSet”: a set of key insights about callers-at-risk that drives

strong alliances, boosts cooperation, and prevents violence
 Learn the “EMHD SkillSet” to regulate your own psycho-physiological distress so you

can rally your best thinking, help the caller do their best, AND protect your resilience
 Gain strategies to de-escalate the caller’s Mental States fueling Violence
 Learn to use the LifeBridges Guiding Flex-Protocol—A science-based tool that equips

you to optimize assessment, intervention, and share key data with mental health
professionals

JOIN YOUR FELLOW 911 PROFESSIONALS FOR CEMHD!

"Jim's dedication and passion for teaching 911
professionals is unparalleled."

911 Telecommunicator
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